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Abstract
Face recognition is a long-standing challenge in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The
goal is to create systems that detect, recognize, verify and understand characteristics of human
faces. There are significant technical hurdles in making these systems accurate, particularly
in unconstrained settings, due to confounding factors related to pose, resolution, illumination,
occlusion and viewpoint. However, with recent advances in neural networks, face recognition has
achieved unprecedented accuracy, built largely on data-driven deep learning methods. While
this is encouraging, a critical aspect limiting face recognition performance in practice is intrinsic
facial diversity. Every face is different. Every face reflects something unique about us. Aspects
of our heritage – including race, ethnicity, culture, geography – and our individual identity –
age, gender and visible forms of self-expression – are reflected in our faces. Faces are personal.
We expect face recognition to work accurately for each of us. Performance should not vary for
different individuals or different populations. As we rely on data-driven methods to create face
recognition technology, we need to answer a fundamental question: does the training data for
these systems fairly represent the distribution of faces we see in the world? At the heart of this
core question are deeper scientific questions about how to measure facial diversity, what features
capture intrinsic facial variation and how to evaluate coverage and balance for face image data
sets. Towards the goal of answering these questions, Diversity in Faces (DiF ) provides a new
data set of annotations of one million publicly available face images for advancing the study
of facial diversity. The annotations are generated using ten facial coding schemes that provide
human-interpretable quantitative measures of intrinsic facial features. We believe that making
these descriptors available will encourage deeper research on this important topic and accelerate
efforts towards creating more fair and accurate face recognition systems.
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Introduction

Have you ever been treated unfairly? How did it make you feel? Probably not too good. Most
people generally agree that a fairer world is a better world. Artificial Intelligence (AI) has enormous
potential to make the world a better place. Yet, as we develop and apply AI towards addressing
a broad set of important challenges, we need to make sure the AI systems themselves are fair and
accurate. Recent advances in AI technology have produced remarkable capabilities for accomplishing sophisticated tasks, like translating speech across languages to augment communications and
bridge cultures, improving complex interactions between people and machines, and automatically
recognizing contents of video to assist in safety applications. Much of the recent power of AI comes
from the use of data-driven deep learning to train increasingly accurate models by using growing
amounts of data. However, the strength of these techniques can also be their inherent weakness.
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